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His invitation… …to a life-changing winter escape!
Extreme snowboarder Dax is no stranger to a
challenge. Still, nothing could have prepared him for
his greatest challenge yet: fatherhood! Six-year-old
Yann was kept a secret by his late mother. Now Dax
is determined to make up for lost time. But with a
work commitment in Chamonix, he needs a step-in
nanny…and single mom Simone is the perfect
candidate! Will Simone say yes to Dax—and a
Christmas to remember? “Ella Hayes excels at
intense, passionate love stories with beautifully
drawn characters and this is my favorite of hers yet!
Engaging from the first page, a hero you will fall in
love with, a heroine to champion and a stunning
location. 5 big fat stars.” -Goodreads on Tycoon’s
Unexpected Caribbean Fling “One of the many
things I love about Ella Hayes’ writing style is her
ability to create characters that her reader can
become invested in almost from the outset…. Overall,
another excellent book from Ella Hayes which again
shows her talent for creating beautifully romantic
stories with characters you cannot help but fall in
love with.” -Goodreads on Unlocking the Tycoon's
Heart
Date his daughter’s teacher? No way! Buckskin
ranch hand Zeke Lassiter’s too busy rebuilding a life
with his 8-year-old daughter Claire to think about
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romance. But Claire has other ideas. She’s found
just the right woman for her dad—her third-grade
teacher, Nell O’Connor! Shattered by events he’s
unwilling to share with his daughter, Zeke claims that
a date with her teacher is inappropriate. But now
school’s out… Nell bonded with Claire, her favorite
student, and she wouldn’t mind getting to know
Claire’s appealing dad. But he’s clearly reluctant to
get involved. She’s ready to let it go, but Claire’s
not. And a matchmaking 8-year-old is a force to be
reckoned with. Saddle up for the eighth book in the
Buckskin Brotherhood series! Steamy western
romances from the NYT bestselling author who
brought you The McGavin Brothers of Eagles Nest,
Montana. If you like sexy cowboys, charming small
towns, and laugh-out-loud adventures, you’ll love
The Buckskin Brotherhood. Pick up your copy of
Single-Dad Cowboy today! The Buckskin
Brotherhood SWEET-TALKING COWBOY (Book 1)
BIG-HEARTED COWBOY (Book 2) BABY-DADDY
COWBOY (Book 3) TRUE-BLUE COWBOY (Book 4)
STRONG-WILLED COWBOY (Book 5) SECRETSANTA COWBOY (Book 6) STAND-UP COWBOY
(Book 7) SINGLE-DAD COWBOY (Book 8)
Two Little Matchmakers Suddenly single dad Garrett
McHale is out of his depth! With a busy job as a pilot,
he's also raising two daughters by himself. Finding
love is beyond his control—until his girls decide their
daddy needs a wife! And they know the perfect
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woman to fill the position…. Resort manager Maggie
Bell thinks the McHale girls are adorable—and sure,
she's noticed their sexy single father a time or two.
And yes, sparks fly as Maggie and Garrett begin to
spend more time together, until Maggie begins to get
an up-close-and-personal look at family life—and the
realities of parenting two mischievous little girls.
Besides, it doesn't seem likely that stubborn Garrett
is willing to risk his heart for love again. His
daughters, however, have other ideas….
Dear Internet: Am I a horrible person for wanting to
sabotage my work assignment-completely wreck a
dating contest-because I hate the idea of love? , I
know it sounds bad, but just hear me out, okay? I
(33F) work at a local paper, and two months ago, my
editor assigned me a huge project-run the upcoming,
highly anticipated Bachelor Anonymous contest. In
essence, I'm supposed to help a reader-nominated
bachelor find his special someone, and while I
should be excited to handle something of this
magnitude solo, I can't help but get queasy over how
gross it feels. Like, how cheesy could this thing get?
Not to mention, I'm the last person who should be
involved in this-my dating and relationship history is
a cluster. Generally, the person in charge of these
things shouldn't fantasize about lighting the whole
three-ring dating circus on fire. Anyway, men from all
over Southern California, vying for the coveted
bachelor role, submitted their personal ads to my
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paper. The readers voted, and Single Dad Seeks
Juliet won by a landslide. Enter Mr. Bachelor
Anonymous (40M), the single dad Romeo seeking
his Juliet. Blah, blah, blah, right? Wrong. You guysand I cannot stress this enough-this guy is the
ultimate man in a six-foot-three, chiseled-muscle,
freaking Adonis package with aquamarine eyes that
would haunt the dreams of an insomniac. He's a
former Navy SEAL, successful business owner,
motocross-riding, charming, supportive, funny-asheck single dad, and the more time I spend with him,
the more I want to bring this contest thing crumbling
to the ground for an entirely different reason. Real
talk: I think I'm falling for him. Me, the woman who
despises love, might be falling for the completely offlimits Bachelor who I'm ironically assigned to help
find love, while five other women think they're the
only contestants competing for his heart. So,
Internet. Am I scum? Or is all fair in love and war?
Two dozen stories that will make you laugh and cry,
love and hate, wonder about tomorrow, and think
about the past ---- **be warned** there's some rather
vulgar language involved --- There are no stories
included concerning the raising of children. This is
NOT a parenting book. In fact, you should keep it
AWAY from childr
His son and daughter— They are her family, too
Christina Braswell would do anything for her
divorced best friend’s kids, including help their
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father. Park ranger and sudden single dad Brett
Hendrix inspires trust and has everyone’s back. But
Christina’s torn between loyalty and a deepening
attachment to the handsome Sweetwater,
Tennessee, lawman. Brett’s not making it any
easier—Christina’s finally feeling as if she belongs
somewhere.
My Single Dad is the story of a normal day in
Destiny's life. When classmate Lenny visits her
home, he discovers Destiny lives with just her dad.
Who picks her up from school? Her sitter, Lily! Who
makes her dinner? Dad! Who tucks her in at night?
Dad! Lenny realizes love makes a family.
Written for any man raising daughters, the authors
geared this book for the single dad who may not
have a woman in his life with whom to confer about
issues their daughters may be facing like sex,
friendships, boyfriends, alcohol and drugs, and
personal hygiene.
Wanted: wife and mother Distinguished city surgeon Andrew
Montgomery is the new doctor in a small town, and the new
guardian to his young nephew, Cory. Out of his depth in his
role as a single dad, he turns to beautiful nurse Georgina
Lewis for help. Andrew is enchanted by Georgina—she is
wonderful with Cory, devoted to her patients and absolutely
perfect for Andrew. He never envisaged staying in the
Australian Outback, but now he’s not sure he wants his old
life back. His future is here, in the town that has become his
home… with the woman who has captured his heart.
Provides advice for men raising children on their own about
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legal issues, helping children adjust, former spouses,
widowers, work issues, child care, stress, child health,
nutrition, discipline, and dealing with sons and with
daughters.
She’s looking for work—he’s looking for love. Julia I had the
perfect life, the perfect job—everything was on track. I didn’t
need anyone to help me—or so I thought. When the College
board puts me under review, I have to find a way to support
myself—and fast! Being a live-in nanny for James Monroe’s
daughter seems like the perfect job, but I just can’t take my
eyes off him. I can’t sleep with my employer, and I definitely
can’t fall in love! Or can I? James After my wife passed
away, it became a real struggle to juggle work and looking
after my daughter, Penny. When Julia walks into my life, she
seems like the perfect solution. Smart, funny and great with
kids. I need to keep her around, for Penny’s sake. I don’t
want to scare her off by moving things too quickly. But she’s
too damn sexy for her own good, and it’s been so long since
I’ve wanted anyone. I might just have to break my own rules.
--- KEYWORDS: Billionaire, Billionaire Romance, Love
Scenes, Young Adult Romance, Romantic Suspense, Bad
Boy Romance, Contemporary Romance, Bad Boy Billionaire,
Billionaire Romance, Second Chance, True Event Romance,
Steamy Romance, Hot Alphas, Hot Billionaires, Billionaire
Romance Books, Office Romance, Alpha Male Romance,
Dominant Possessive Book, Contemporary Love Sex,
Forbidden Romance, Boss Romance Novels, New Adult
Romance Ebooks
You May Be Single, But You’re Not Alone. Being a great dad
is challenging enough when you’re part of a two-person
team. But now you’re raising your kids single-handedly. How
can you provide the emotional, physical, and spiritual support
your children need, cover all the details of running a
household, and still earn a living to support your family?
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Being a solo dad could easily be the toughest job of your life.
The good news is you’re not alone. Inside this book you’ll
find the support, advice, and encouragement you need to
succeed. Here are practical solutions for everything you’re
facing–from conflicting emotions to day-to-day time
management. You’ll find useful pointers on a daughter’s
unique needs, a son’s inner struggles, and even how to
recruit trusted friends to pitch in. With plenty of humor and
real-world insight, The Single Dad’s Survival Guide will show
you how to expand on your natural, built-in abilities so you
can come out on top as a parenting team of one. • Find
logistical help on everyday challenges, including finances,
family schedules, household management, and staying on
top of your work. • Take advantage of practical guidance on
everything from supporting and nurturing your kids to
protecting your own emotional health. • Learn how to get past
anger, hurt, and fatigue to stand strong as the man your
children need most–a man who provides security, stability,
and spiritual guidance during one of the toughest times in
their life. It’s all here to help you succeed as a solo dad.
Single parenting takes everything you’ve got–so learn how to
give it your all.
Clark Beaumont desperately needs a helping hand… Having
recently lost his wife, Clark Beaumont is trying to make it
through the holidays for the sake of his kids. But with his son
failing at school and his little girl talking only in whispers, he
needs nothing short of a miracle…. …and then one arrives on
his doorstep! Althea Johnson is only meant to tutor Clark's
son. Not to form any emotional bonds—especially with her
boss. But with her help the Beaumont family begins to come
alive again, and against the odds Althea hopes that when
Christmas morning arrives there will be four stockings
hanging over the fireplace….
When little Tommy Phillips walks into the Forest Glen sheriff's
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office and asks Chance Drayton to find his dad, the lawman's
heart goes out to him. As a single father, he knows what it's
like to be far away from your family. Then he meets Tommy's
attractive mother…and knows he's really in trouble! Jessie
knows how badly Tommy wants a father. And he thinks he's
found one in the sheriff. Jessie has to admit, the sexy, six-two
ex-Marine is irresistible. He's also involved in a custody battle
that could see him moving to Chicago to be closer to his son.
Now, with the whole town playing matchmaker, Jessie and
Chance know they have to do what's best for their boys.
Which could end up surprising them all!
An Italian single father, a motherless child… Bella Gable never
wanted to see rich, handsome Luchino Montichelli ever again!
They had a brief romance in Italy when she was young and
naive, but when Bella discovered Luc had betrayed her, it
broke her heart. Her first love, their chance for happiness…
Now, years on, Luc has come to Australia with his young
daughter in tow. This Luc, who looks at his daughter with
such tenderness, seems like the man Bella once fell in love
with. But can she trust him enough to take another chance on
this Italian single dad?
Callan I’m a single dad, a firefighter, taking it one day at a
time and trying to keep my life from imploding. Once I had it
all, but tragic events changed my trajectory, and now I’m
raising my daughter alone. When an old friend gets an
unwelcome message from her ex, I jump in to play the part of
pretend boyfriend. Harmless, right? But I wasn’t counting on
her touch awakening things in me. I’m not looking for a
relationship—hell, I don’t deserve it, and the last thing I want
is to love and lose again, but being with sweet and sexy
Gemma has a way of calming my demons. Gemma Callan is
big, athletic and tough, a man haunted by his past, but
beneath the rough exterior, he’s gentle and tender. And he
makes me feel safe. He’s the perfect person to have a
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pretend relationship with when my ex, an overbearing cop
who frightens me, decides he wants me back. We have to be
realistic for this to work—my ex can spot a lie in a second, and
Callan plays the lover well. So well that it isn’t long before
we’re playing house for real, until a secret and a surprise hit
at the same time, and threatens everything we’ve built.
The last thing I want is to partner on a library exhibit with Max,
a hot new art professor at my college, but it's part of my job
as librarian so I don't have a choice. My attraction to him is
intense and immediate, but I'm taking a break from dating so I
can focus on myself. I don't need a distraction like Max. He's
a single father, and that's the only thing he can focus on now.
He's never going to take a relationship with me seriously, no
matter how much I want him to. Single Dad is the third book
in the Milford College series, novellas about the faculty and
staff of a small liberal arts college.
Her Forever Cowboy Determined to start over, Harmony
Cross returns to Dawson, Oklahoma. She needs time and
space—not complications. Especially not in the form of the
charming Dylan Cooper. But the handsome cowboy is not the
man Harmony remembers. Now he's a single dad with two
sweet and vulnerable children to take care of. Harmony never
thought she'd see the day—not only is Dylan more kindhearted
than she ever imagined, but she's falling for the last man she
ever thought she'd love. Can this unlikely hero give her a
perfect forever? Cooper Creek: Home is where the heart is for
this Oklahoma family
Conventional wisdom holds that fathers have few parenting
skills and that mothers always know best. The single father is
often considered a mythical creature, found only in sitcoms as
an object of humor or pity. Where does that leave real single
dads? Too often, it makes them susceptible to
overcompensation or apathy. Tez Brooks knows those
feelings all too well. He’s traveled that road with his own
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children after an unexpected divorce. The Single Dad Detour
is the result of his journey and the lessons he’s learned along
the way. It’s a guidebook for the rocky road of single
fatherhood, extending encouragement, confidence, and
challenges, using specific examples from dads who’ve
survived parenting and have hope to offer. There are no
unreachable requirements for perfect fatherhood here and no
twisty theological mysteries—just authentic, downto- earth
wisdom from one dad to another.
Sometimes temporary… …leads to forever! Dr. Jessica Ayers
had the perfect life—until her boyfriend betrayed her. Vowing
never to get close to anyone again, she decides being a
locum doc suits her just fine! Until she meets dynamic,
dashing Dr. Harrison Wainwright… But divorcé Harrison only
has room in his life for his son. He’s clearly as wary of love
as she is, yet could this guarded single dad be everything
Jessica didn’t know she needed? “Just a truly lovely story
that leaves you with the wonderful feeling, as you hope they
can get past some of their emotions and give in to the sparks
that are between them. Loved this romance...” — Goodreads
on The Doctor’s Cinderella “Ms. Hampton really knows how
to draw you in…A sweet lovely moving story that has the sigh
quality.” — Goodreads on White Christmas for the Single Mum
The mommy project Dear Diary, Today I met my new
mommy! Well, I wish Rachel would be my new mommy. See,
I love my daddy a lot, but ever since my real mommy died I
think he's been very lonely. Rachel is so pretty, and she has
the coolest job—she owns the flower shop in town! She
promised to show me how to make a bouquet! My best friend,
Kristy, says Daddy should take Rachel out on dates, and then
they hafta kiss, and then they can get married. Diary, I wish
Rachel would like my daddy and me as much as I like her.
Maybe if she did, she would want to be my mommy and join
our family. Maybe if I close my eyes and wish hard, it will
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come true….
One night of comfort… One unexpected miracle! Beatrice
Lindford’s fresh start is abruptly derailed the moment she
starts working with gorgeous single dad Dr. Daniel Capaldi.
He instantly ruffles her guarded feathers, but Beatrice must
keep her mind on her new job and away from the temptation
of Daniel’s charming yet sorrowful smile. Both try—and fail—to
keep their professional distance, and they soon find
themselves unexpectedly bound by a tiny miracle.
Summoned back to her hometown, Lori Hutchinson hides her
apprehensions behind a dazzling smile. She may be totally
out of her depth, stepping into her father's corporate shoes,
but she has a job to do…. Single dad Jace has learned to rely
only on himself and his adorable little daughter. His
construction business now depends on him working with
Lori—so Jace sets out to prove who's boss…. But with the
holiday season drawing near, it's not all just business. Jace
discovers a sweet, generous woman hiding behind those
pinstripes….
A wedding in the springtime The pretty village of Heathermere
is not only a home but also a sanctuary for Jon Emmerson
and his young daughter, Abby. Here, he’s been able to focus
on being a father and on his jobas the local doctor, leaving
his past behind. Unexpectedly bumping into his childhood
friend Dr. Laura Cavendish may change all that. Jon is
captivated by Laura, also a struggling single parent, and he
soon realizes they are meant to be a family. When he
proposes, Laura is tempted, but, believing he’s offering a
marriage of convenience, she refuses. Jon knows he must
convince Laura of his love before there can be another
wedding at Heathermere.
When she spied Lucas Wingate in the exam room, Nikki
Connors was only too happy to take charge of his irresistible
seven-month-old daughter. But it was the sexy widower who
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seemed more in need of Nikki's special brand of healing
magic…and made her wonder whether she was in need of
some romantic therapy herself…. Lucas wasn't planning to fall
in love again. But the beautiful, caring pediatrician was
suddenly making the single father realize what he'd been
missing. All Lucas wanted was for Nikki to take a chance on
him…on their future together. And now, thanks to one wellmeaning matchmaker, the single dad just might get his wish!
A man called Joe Building a new life for himself and his
preteen daughter brings Joe Messina home to Harmony
Valley. That and showing his town that the onetime bad boy
is now a responsible single father. His first move is to get his
grandfather's defunct garage up and running. Except now
he's got the FBI poking around, and there's a beautician with
her eye on the abandoned auto parts. An artist who's
happiest turning rusty junk into sought-after treasure, San
Francisco transplant Brittany Lambridge is making Joe think
they can create something rare and special together. But he
has unfinished family business that could jeopardize his fresh
start. Is Joe ready to believe in himself as fiercely as
Brittany's beginning to believe in him?
Wilder is the world’s biggest rockstar. Shira’s a small-town
nobody. It’ll never work. Slinging candy was never Shira’s
life plan. Then again, neither was meeting her rock star idol at
her parents’ candy shop. The single dad superstar is in town
on orders from his manager. He doesn’t have time to fall for
the girl behind the candy counter—not when his record deal is
at stake. She’s way too innocent and sugary for him. But one
look at her has him reconsidering his stance on sweets…
Reeling from the painful rejection of a man he thought he
loved, Asher is left holding the baby. Ash wants a family, and
is determined to continue with a surrogacy he’d begun with
his ex. Bringing baby Mia home, he vows that he will be the
best father he can be. Nothing in this world matters more to
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him than caring for his daughter, not even accidentally falling
in lust with the doctor next door. Challenged by his growing
attraction to Sean, and confronted by painful memories of his
family, Ash has to learn that love is all that matters. When ER
doctor Sean moves in with his friends next door to sexy single
father Ash, he falls so quickly it takes his breath away. The
sex they have is hot, but Ash is adamant his heart is too full
with love for his daughter to let anyone else in. Why is Sean
the only one who sees how scared Ash is, and how can he
prove to his new lover that he desperately wants the three of
them to become a family?
Nick Pirelli's little girl was growing up way too fast. He knew
she needed a mom—which meant he needed a wife! But
finding the right woman in Clearville wasn't easy. The local
dating pool was shallow, and the grapevine put Nick's every
move under a microscope. Still, he was determined to find
Ms. Right…until Darcy Dawson blew into town. A city girl
who'd never set down roots, Darcy wasn't the woman Nick
needed. But no matter where he went, he couldn't escape her
sexy red curls or her husky laugh—nor could he ignore the joy
the beautiful stranger brought to his daughter. Yet he couldn't
stop worrying about what other people might think. Could
straitlaced Nick finally throw caution to the wind for the
woman who'd captured his heart?
He’s looking for peace and quiet—and she’s a bullhorn in a
breakfast café. All single dad Ryder wants is peace, quiet,
and pancakes. Valentine is serving up the exact opposite at
the Short Stack Café. She’s a disaster waiting to happen—a
gorgeous, irresistible disaster. Ryder can’t risk his newfound
stability on a whirlwind like Valentine. He definitely can’t risk
his heart. But one taste of her has him willing to pick up the
tab, no matter the price.
Single Dad
Ellie, an orphan, becomes a live-in nanny and maid for Mac, a
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millionaire who owns an international hotel chain. Her
luxurious room in his castle-like estate was something she
expected, but plenty of mysteries abound. His wife isn’t
around, he keeps the children on a rigorously strict schedule,
and he doesn’t allow them outside. But then, Ellie was raised
in an orphanage, so she really has no idea what a normal life
is supposed to look like. Like someone drawing open the
curtains in a neglected room, her innately cheerful nature
brings new light into Mac’s house. Maybe that’s why one
day the formerly arrogant Mac suddenly pulls Ellie in for a
sweet kiss!

The image of the single dad is often distorted by outof-date notions of masculinity the strong and resilient
father, the working father, the emotionally distant
dad. In this book, esteemed portrait photographer,
Harry Borden, himself a separated father with four
children, reveals the vulnerabilities, tenderness and
love of 48 single fathers.
All Is Fair In Love And War! How can a woman
complete a task when the subject looks like him?
Lindie Camden must keep her eyes on the prize to
win Sawyer Huffman as a client and amend their
familial dispute that dates back generations. But
when she's hit with the single dad's gentle heart and
his oh-too-kissable mouth, her idea of "the prize"
shifts all too easily… She expects to volunteer in the
community center wearing that? There was no
denying Sawyer's appreciation of seeing Lindie in
her figure-hugging clothes, but he's less impressed
with the reason behind the outfits. Despite the initial
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success of their seductive ploy, he won't allow the
Camdens to weasel themselves into business with
him. Because the only kind of deal he wanted to
make with Lindie involved white lace…and promises…
A family worth staying for… Brynn Catalano is in
Comeback Cove to help her cousin with a
relationship crisis and plan an anniversary
celebration for the local dairy. Sure, her new
landlord, Hank North, is worth a second look…or
three! But she's here only for a short time, and
definitely not for romance, especially with a
headstrong single dad who says he doesn't need her
help. Still, she can't resist Hank's daughter, Millie.
The girl is almost as irresistible as her gorgeous
daddy, and Brynn is surprised at how easily their
twosome accommodates her…and how much she
likes that. Yet when the job and the crisis are over
there's nothing to keep Brynn here. Or is there?
*** A USA TODAY BESTSELLER *** Tori… For the
record, I’m not going to hook up with my boss. I'm a
lot of things—a screwup, a basket case, a flunky. But
when I take a nanny job to be near my pregnant
sister, I swear to myself I’ll walk the straight and
narrow, which means I cannot fall for my insanely
hot boss. I don't want to be tempted by that rugged
rancher. By his chiseled muscles or southern charm
or the way he snuggles his kids at bedtime. Ethan
Carter won't get the key to my heart, no matter how
much I want him. Ethan… Between us, she's the last
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thing I need as I finalize my hellish divorce. What
sane man trying to rebuild his life wants a hot nanny
with long, sexy hair, curves for miles, and a smart
mouth? A perfectly kissable, pouty mouth that I
shouldn't notice. My focus is on my kids and my
ranch, not the insufferable siren who sleeps in the
room next to mine. It doesn't matter that she wins
over my kids in a heartbeat or runs my life better
than I do. Tori Duran is the one woman I can't have
and shouldn't want, no matter how much I crave her.
There are only two things Brett McQuire cares about:
raising his son and keeping the law in Applegate,
North Carolina. Then Samantha Weston moves to
town, stirring up the locals and putting him to the
test…as a cop, a father and a man. He's pretty darn
sure the alluring llama trekker isn't who she seems.
But once he uncovers the secret that's got her on the
run, can he keep Samantha—the woman he wants
more than anything to stay—from fleeing yet again?
Jesse I’m a single dad, focused on taking care of
my high-functioning son and running Boston’s
Burgers and Brews, the family pub. When the girl
next door, the one who’s always been there to lend
a helping hand, shows interest in a firefighter friend,
I’m determined to help her get her man—even if it
means going undercover as her boyfriend. Problem
is, her flirtation raises something in me—something a
little farther south. It isn’t long before this single dad
on tap turns into a single dad on top—but falling for
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her just might be catastrophic. Olivia When the guy
next door, the same one I’ve been crushing on
forever, mistakes my interest in a hot firefighter, I
want to set him straight, until he begins worshipping
every single inch of my curvy body. Yeah, only a fool
would put a stop to that, and I don’t consider myself
a fool—until the lines between what’s real and what
isn’t begin to blur, and I almost forget Jesse is
helping me to attract another man. How the hell am I
going to get myself out of this mess? Then again,
who says I have to?
Newly minted father Donovan McCoy had to give it a
try—he owed it to the little boy who now called him
"Daddy." So the photojournalist had to say goodbye
to his life on the road and learn to find joy a little
closer to home. Perhaps with the girl—now
woman—who, despite all his travels, he'd never been
able to forget? Beauty-queen-turned-attorney Laura
Bannister had never really left. But she'd long
abandoned the hope of attaining her real definition of
home—a man she loved and children of her very own.
Yet here was Donovan and his precious child,
making her wonder if happily- ever-after could still be
in the cards—for all of them….
"If Austin has forgotten what love is, maybe Clay can
show him the way." Happy-go-lucky Clay keeps busy
with hookups at the local bar after working hard at
the ranch. Those hookups used to be fun, but now
they leave him empty. Austin is reeling after a
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difficult divorce. His wife took everything, including
full custody of his daughter, Bea, who is only nine.
Austin doesn't know where his life is headed, but at
least he's got a roof over his head, and a new job as
accountant at Farthingdale Ranch. The job is exactly
the kind of work he loves. The only problem is he's
distracted by Clay, who is gay. Austin is straight.
There's no way this can work. A gay m/m cowboy
romance with age gap, hurt/comfort, opposites
attract, single dad, out for you, midnight rendezvous,
friendship between men. A little sweet, a little
steamy, with a guaranteed HEA.
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